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objects. Many a useful hint might be taken from American methods. 
For instance, we learn that under those most difficult of all conditions, 
where principal triangulation has to be extended through forest-covered 

country, a system of " double " towers has been devised by our ingenious 
cousins, from the summits of which observations can be taken without 
involving the enormous expense of line clearing. These towers are 
built of " sawed timber," and so expert are the American linesmen at 

erecting them that it took only seven men to erect seventy of such 
towers (they are removable, and can be utilized at frequent points) in 
less than seven months. The towers averaged 42 feet in height. It 
is in matters affecting economy of labour that the Americans can give 
points to the surveyors of most countries; in all the familiar applica- 
tions of the best-known instruments for base measurement, for observing, 
or for map-making, they adopt the methods usually recognized as most 
efficient in India. It is rather significant that the art of phototopo- 
graphy occupies but little space in the report, whilst, on the other 
hand, the use of the plane-table appears to be extending. 

T. H. H 

RECENT RESEARCH ON LAKE CHAD. 
THE more or less effective occupation of the shores of Lake Chad by the three 
Powers whose spheres touch its waters, has resulted in important additions to 
our knowledge of its geographical features, some of which have already been 
alluded to in the Journal. The work of the surveyors employed by Colonel 
Destenave, after the arrival of the French on the southern and eastern shores 
of the lake, gave the first approximately correct idea of its present extent and 
general configuration, which subsequent more minute surveys have not seriously 
modified. But the lake possesses so singular a character in many respects, and the 
question of its recent history presents so interesting a problem, that the fresh 
observations which have been for some time accumulating are only to be welcomed 
by geographers, while they still leave room for further study before all the 
uncertainties connected with the past and present character of the lake can be 
considered as done away with. On some points of detail the statements of 
different observers are not quite easy to reconcile. 

Of the many officers, especially French, whose work has contributed to the 
general result, none perhaps possesses a more intimate knowledge of the lake 
than Lieut. Audoin, who presented his observations in a generalized form in La 
Geographie for November last. This naval officer, who had already done much 
good survey work among the labyrinth of islands and channels of the eastern side, 
besides effecting a complete circumnavigation of the lake, was named as one of 
the chief coadjutors of Captain Tilho, when, on the conclusion of the work of the 
Anglo-French boundary commission under Colonel Elliot and Commandant Moll, 
he was charged with the execution of a complete survey. Captain Tilho has 
given an account of his work in the March number of La Geographie for the 
present year, which contains an elaborate large-scale map of the lake, embodying 
the results of all the surveys accomplished up to date. The Germans, whose 
territoiy touches Lake Chad only in the south-west corner, have naturally had 
fewer opportunities for study of the lake as a whole; but a useful resum,eof the 
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history of its investigation, from the time of Denham onwards, has been con- 
tributed to the Mitteilungen aIs den Deutscheb Schutzgebicten (1905, part 4) by 
Lieut. Marquardsen, a member of the German section of the commission for the 

survey of the boundary between the Kamerun and Northern Nigeria. This writer, 
by combining his own observations with those of his predecessors, presents an 
instructive view of the general character of the lake, though, as his personal 
acquaintance with it seems limited to the western and south-western shores, some 
of his generalizations, based in part on earlier work, may need modification. The 

painstaking survey of the Alexander-Gosling expedition has already been put 
before readers of the Journal, so far as its results are available, and it, too, is an 
important help to a knowledge of the present hydrographical conditions. 

One of the elementary questions to be solved is that of the actual limits of the 
lake proper, both at low and high water, but this is complicated by the apparently 
rapid changes to which it is at present subject, both from season to season and 
from year to year. The view held by Lenfant and others, that it is rapidly drying 
up, is shared by Lieut. Audoin, while Captain Tilho also believes that great 
changes have taken place since Nachtigal's time. That these are still in progress 
seems shown by the fact that Lieut. Alexander found an almost impassable barrier 
of vegetation stretching across the open water shown on the earlier French maps 
as running down the west side. It is unlikely that this barrier can exist only 
at low water, and Captain Tilho found a distinct tendency for the northern and 
south-eastern basins to become separated by the progre.ssive formation of sand- 
banks and the growth of vegetation on them. It is possible that too much trust 
may be placed on early maps as indications of the state of things during the 
middle and end of last century, for even Nachtigal's acquaintance with the lake 
was insufficient to enable him to show its limits with more than an extremely 
rough approximation, while he recognized that a large part of its area was taken 

up by the islands of the Budduma, and that at low water but a small part of the 
whole was covered. In any case, there seems no doubt that any extension of the 
banks and islands causes a net diminution of the water area, and not a mere 
displacement from east to west, as has sometimes been thought possible, for it 
is certain that the western shore-line, which is the best-marked of the whole, has 
not shifted west as a result of growth of land on the east. 

With regard to the supposed difficulty of fixing the precise boundary-line 
between lake and land, Lieut. Marquardsen says that it has been exaggerated, 
as the normal high-water line is well marked by a belt of vegetation, and even in 
dry seasons only the outer fringe of this is killed by the drought. The apparent 
difficulty occurs chiefly, not at the period of high water, which is some time after 
the bulk of the rains is over, but during the rains themselves, when all the 
depressed portions of the surrounding country are filled with rain-water, which has 
really nothing to do with the lake. This would explain the ease with which an 
exaggerated notion of the extent of the latter may have been formed by the earlier 
explorers. Still, the evidence of a net diminution in the past few years seems in- 
controvertible. Lieut. Audoin, who gives an excellent description of the archipelago 
of islands on the east side, and the varying nature of these as one progresses 
farther from the permanent shore, says that islands not long ago distinct have now 
coalesced, and that the different names borne by parts of the same island are 
survivals from a former state of things. The regular arrangement of the islands 
and intervening channels in lines at right angles to the direction of the north- 
easterly winds proves the former to be of the nature of dunes, which have 
encroached upon the lake. This character is, indeed, taken by Lieut. Marquardsen 
as a proof that the eastern portion of the lake occupies what was once part of the 
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desert, but he does not seem to allow sufficiently for the rapid advance of the 
dunes in the direction of the wind, which would enable them to invade the old 
lake-floor during dry years and in the dry season. 

Lieut. Audoin makes an attempt to elucidate by mathematical calculations the 

existing hydrographical conditions. His figures are based on observations extending 
over some time, but the hypothetical element seems too large to justify very full 
confidence in the results. In a mean year he calculates the gross amount of water- 

supply to the lake as 15,768,000,000 cubic metres, which, on the assumption that 
the total area is 17,000 square kilomnetres (the other writers place it at 20,000 or 
more), would cause a rise of level (were none lost by evaporation or infiltration) of 
1'40 metre. About half of the supply only is received during the period of the 
rise, within which same period the loss is calculated to bring about a vertical fall of 
0'15 metre, so that the net rise while the waters continue to mount is placed at 

only 0'55 metre. The net loss during the rest of the year is placed at 0'70 metre, 
so that the conclusion arrived at is that on the whole year there is at present a net 
loss of 0'15 metre. Lieut. Audoin says that these suppositions are borne out by 
observations and by the statements of natives, but still more extended researches 
are certainly necessary (as he himself allows) before the conclusions can be regarded 
as definitely established. 

In any case, it is impossible to decide, from existing data, whether the apparent 
desiccation is continuously progressive or whether we have to do merely with 
periodical fluctuations. That the latter may be the case is the conclusion drawn 
by Captain Tilho from the statement of a native chief, who showed Captain 
Hardellet various lagoons then full of water, but which his father, when a boy, had 
seen dry. 

" 
All these lands," he said, " were then Kanem; afterwards Allah sent 

great rains, the waters rose, and Kanem retreated far to the north." 
Lieut. Audoin regards the drying up of the Bahr-el-Ghazal as possibly a 

consequence of that of the lake as a whole. He thinks, however, that even when 
it existed it may have been nothing more, at least in its western part, than a series 
of lagoons similar to those on the Kanem shore, and that the motion of the water 
was merely a surface current varying with the direction of the wind, such as may 
be observed in many of tle channels of the lake. Captain Tilho does not venture a 
theory as to the character of the lbhar-el-Ghazal, though believing, with Nachtigal, 
that the lake water may be drained away long distances by underground channels. 

Among the many interesting points discussed is that of the colour and comIpo- 
sition of the lake water. While Lieut. Marquardsen (judging, it seems, from his 
experience in the south) says that it is fresh, Captain Tilh o imaintains that this is 
by no means the case except near the mouths of the two principal rivers. At 
a distance from these, e.g. in the stagnant lagoons of the archipelagoes, it is sonme- 
times so charged with salts that even cattle refuse to drink it. H owever, by digging 
a pit near the borders of the lagoons, potable though slightly brackish water may 
be obtained. In the case of other swamps in this region, it is often found that the 
water in the centre is the most saturated with salts, which, on the drying up of 
the swamps, are deposited in the order of their crystallization, those rich in chloride 
of sodium occupying the periphery, while a deposit of natron will be found in the 
centre. In portions of the lake a regular gradation of colour from within outwards 
may be noticed, passing from grey through yellow to bright green and blue. Full 
information is given on the re`gime of the winds in the basin of the lake, the 
variations of the seasons, and the like. The changes of level, which have been 
thought to partake of the nature of a tide, are brought about simply by the agency 
of the winds) their periodicity being due either to the diurnal change in the direction 
of the wind (noticeable during the prevalence of the north-east winds) or to its 
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variation in intensity. Where the shore is flat the amount of fluctuation may 
reach as much as 10 to 15 centimetres (4 to 6 inches), and the water may encroach 
considerably on the land. Besides the hydrographical observations some excellent 
survey work on the lake-shores has been carried out, and the methods are described 
in detail by the several writers, but into these limits of space forbid us to enter. 

EARTHQUAKE ORIGINS. 
ONE of the most suggestive contributions which have been made to the under- 
standing of earthquakes has come from an unexpected quarter. In a series of 
articles, published in Prof. Gerland's Beitrage zur Geo.physik,* Major E. G. Harboe, 
of Copenhagen, has developed a new and almost revolutionary notion of earthquake 
origins. Without going back to the very earliest seismology, it may be said that 
when an earthquake was first recognized as due to wave motion, propagated out- 
wards from an origin, this origin was regarded as restricted in size, comparable to 
a point, and called a centrum, or centre. From this was derived the term epicentre, 
a word which is still used to define the surface immediately over the focus or 
origin of an earthquake; and though its inventor, Robert Mallet, showed that the 
origin of the Neapolitan earthquake of 1857 was a fissure, and the epicentre, 
consequently, an area of some size, yet the idea that both focus and epicentre 
of great earthquakes are small, in comparison with the area over which the shock 
is felt, remained. This idea was supported by the fact that there was always 
a central area of maximum violence, the pleistoseismic area, and from this out- 
wards the violence gradually diminished in every direction, so that the isoseismals, 
or lines of equal violence, formed a fairly regular series of ovals. In no case was 
the actual course of an isoseismal free from irregularity, but as it was found that 
the violence of the shock depended to a great extent on local variations in the 
configuration of the ground, and to a greater degree on the nature of the under- 
lying rock or subsoil, we had come to look on the diminishing violence of the 
shock as due to the dissipation of its energy as the disturbance spread out over a 
continuously increasing area. 

There has, however, always bcen one great difficulty in the application of this 
interpretation, in the impossibility of getting any sort of agreement between the 
course of the isoseismal and coseismal lines, the latter being lines of simultaneous 
arrival of the shock. Exact agreement is not to be looked for, both being more or 
less influenced by the nature of the rock through which the earthquake travels, 
but an approximate coincidence there should be if the disturbance travels outwards 
from a central origin. Seismologists have cut this Gordian knot by rejecting as 
bad all those time records which do not fit in with the accepted explanation, and 
there was justification in this, for it has been found that little dependence can be 
placed on most of the supposed times of arrival, since records from one and the same 
place usually vary by many minutes; yet it went against the grain to reject, as 
worthless, observations which bore every appearance of having been made with care, 
just because they did not fit in with preconceived notions, and Major Harboe's inter- 
pretation, if accepted, relieves us from this necessity. 

Basing his conclusions on a study of those great earthquakes of which fairly 
complete accounts have been published, and using the times at which they are 
said to have reached different places, he has come to the conclusion that the 
dimensions of the seismic area and of the focus do not differ very largely, and that 

* Vol. 4, 1901, pp. 406-420; 5, 1902) pp. 206-238; 6, 1903, pp. 309-348; 7, 1905, 
pp. 379-410. 
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